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Museum Founder, Herb Pragnell,
Dies at Age 92

It is with great sadness that we mark the
passing of one of our “Founding Fathers”,  Herb
Pragnell, who passed away on May 22, 2014.
Herb and Helen moved to Almonte in 1959, to
put down strong roots and to raise their four
children Ian, Scott, David, and  Richard. Herb
served his country in WWII with the Royal
Canadian Engineers and the PPCLI in Italy and
the liberation of Holland. He completed his
Civil Engineering degree at McGill University
and spent his career with the Defence Research
Board in Ottawa. Herb has received many
awards for his tireless work in the community
as a member of the Lion’s Club, town and
county councils, and numerous volunteer
groups. As an amateur historian, Herb was a
founding member of the MVTM, and
spearheaded many of the building projects that
have made the Museum into such a vibrant,
wonderful place to tell the history of Almonte
and the area. He will be greatly missed at the
Museum. Herb dropped in often to offer sage
advice, make a donation or inspect a part of the
building needing attention. It is hard to imagine
the MVTM without Herb’s presence. We will
miss him very much.

Curator Honoured at the Young Awards
Gala

The Young Awards Foundation is a
charitable Foundation which provides funding
that connects young people to the arts. The arts
are an essential part in the development of our
youth. Celebrating artistic excellence and
inspiring young people to choose the arts as a

career path, as well as
funding for arts
infrastructure are goals
of the Foundation.

Each year the
Foundation holds a
G a l a  t o  h o n o r
members of the
community who have 
demonstrated cultural
ach ievement and
cultural volunteerism.

On Saturday, May 10th, the Foundation presented
awards to our very own Michael Rikley-Lancaster
and to Pakenham’s own Mike Ryan. Since starting
at the Museum in 2007, Michael has accomplished
so much to put the MVTM “on the map”. Among
his achievements are the development of the
permanent exhibit “Fabric of a Small Town”, and
the countless projects to make the building a more
workable and useable space by generating grant
money and private donations to provide
insulation, heating, air-conditioning, storage areas,
lighting, accessible doors and ramps, and most
recently overseeing the Mill Workers’ Learning
Centre. Michael has worked tirelessly to develop
partnerships with other museums, organizations
and businesses within Mississippi Mills and
surrounding areas. He is also involved in several
Town of Mississippi Mills committees. One of his
most exciting projects involved recording the oral
histories of former mill workers. Hearing the
stories from the people who worked in our local
textile mills makes the past come alive. The
“Memory Project” led to many thrilling artifact
donations, and will generate a book and a video in
the years to come. 

Members and Friends of the Museum can be
very proud of Michael’s accomplishments and
offer sincere congratulations on winning this
prestigious award for “Cultural Achievement”.
We also wish to congratulate Mike Ryan on his
“Cultural Volunteerism” Award. In Pakenham he
is the guy to know when something needs to get
done! He helped to start up the Pakenham Civitan
Club, and has been the lead organizer for the Frost
Festival. He is an accomplished musician, and he
is the man behind so many of the “little things”
that make Pakenham such a wonderful
community.

mailto:info@mvtm.ca
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Hand crafted soup bowls at “Soup for Thought”

President’s Report
by: Kathy Priddle

Second floor, Please!
I can’t wait to say those familiar words as you enter a full

elevator! The exciting part is I’ll be saying it in your very
own Mississippi Valley Textile Museum elevator in June,
2014!

Your museum will soon be the most accessible it has ever
been. Thank you and his grants team for applying for the
Ontario Trillium Grant and the Department of Cultural
Heritage’s Canada Cultural Spaces Fund to fully finance the
elevator. That passion is now being realized as a fully
functional elevator in the second half of 2014.

In 2013, we were informed that the MVTM had been
awarded $63 000 by the Ontario Trillium Foundation. In
January, 2014, we were delighted to hear the federal
Department of Canadian Heritage had granted the MVTM the
second half of the funding required in order for the project to
be completed. Receiving these grants will allow the museum
to move visitors up to and down from the second floor Wool
Hall Gallery with ease and safety. Many guests have never
been up to the “Fabric of a Small Town” exhibit because they
have difficulty with climbing stairs (21 of them to the second
level). As well, the Friends of the MVTM will be able to
move food and drink from the kitchen upstairs down to the
Norah Rosamond Hughes Gallery without a major workout
up and down those stairs! Finally, artifacts will be able to be
brought up to and down from the collections room without
potentially damaging artifacts being transported down the
stairs. There are, I am sure, many other bonuses for having
the elevator that you will discover as the years go by.

Currently, our volunteer project manager, Ian McLean,
and architect, Peter Mansfield, are in the initial stages of
getting ready to receive bids! Please stop by once things get
underway in August to see the progress!

2014 has started off with a fabulous start and we are all
excited to see what else will be on the way. Our exhibit from
Japan, and our ever growing Fibrefest are just a few of the
exciting adventures the museum will be involved with this
year! Make sure you join in all the excitement.

Curator’s Report
by: Michael Rikley-Lancaster

As the saying goes, “April Showers Bring May Flowers”.
For 2014, perhaps the saying should have been “April
Flurries Bring May . . .”. Winter finally came to an end, and
it is time to come to the Museum and brighten your day by
visiting our latest exhibit, “A Collaboration”, by textile artists
Pattie Dolan, Jean Down and Roberta Murrant. I approached
the artists with the challenge of mounting a show that would
include a collaborative work as well as individual pieces
using uncommon materials and experiments with fibre. You
will not want to miss this exciting exhibition! Perhaps these
pieces are not really outcomes, but stepping stones to the next
challenge. “A Collaboration” runs until June 28, 2014, in the
Norah Rosamond Hughes Gallery.

Our third annual “Soup for Thought” fundraiser was a
great success this year, even though we had an extremely
large snow storm to compete with. We ended up raising just
over $5,000 towards Museum operations; that is up from last
years’ fundraiser. Congratulations to coordinator Carolyn
Gibbs and the volunteers who worked so hard on this
fantastic event. 

Soup for Thought
In spite of a heavy snowfall the morning of March 22nd,

our very popular “Soup for Thought” fundraiser coordinated
by Director Carolyn Gibbs was extremely successful. Thank
you to all who braved the weather to enjoy hot soup, desserts,
coffee and tea, and a beautiful take home stoneware bowl 
created by the Almonte Potters Guild. The event raised over
$5 000 for the Museum!

This year saw the implementation of two sittings, one at
11:30 am and the second at 1:30 pm. This greatly improved
line-ups and gave everyone a leisurely lunch in the Norah
Rosamond Hughes Gallery. The soups were donated by Café
Postino, Robin’s Nest Tea Room, Heirloom Café & Bistro,
Palms Coffee Shop, Mill Street Crepe Company, The Chef’s
Table, Ballygliblins, J. R.’s Family Restaurant, Foodies Fine
Foods, and the Friends of the MVTM. Thank you to all our
soup makers, volunteers and staff for making “Soup for
Thought” a great success.

Friends of the MVTM Report
by: Nancy Giardino

The Friends of the MVTM have had a busy winter into
spring at the Museum. We had so much fun volunteering at
Soup for Thought on March 22, 2014. We helped with set up
and clean up, provided desserts, coffee and tea, served soup
and dessert, staffed the front door and the silent auction, and
made ourselves useful all around the NRH Gallery.

You will be happy to know that the Friends are once
again hosting a performance at the Perth Classic Theatre
Festival this summer. Our date is Sunday, August 24, 2014,
for the 2 pm matinee performance of “Dial M for Murder”.
Tickets are on sale now at the Museum and from Friends. The
cost per ticket is $30. Why not get a group together and enjoy



Recipients of Appreciation Awards on April 26, 2014

a day in Perth attending the theatre
and perhaps staying in Perth for an
early supper at any one of several
great restaurants?

The Friends provided
refreshments for the opening
reception for “Collaborations” on
April 5th , and for the donor
recognition event on April 26th.

Our next major event at the Museum will be the opening
reception for the Japanese exhibition “NUNO” in July.

Our meetings are held on the first Wednesday of each
month at 9:30 am at the MVTM. New members are always
welcome. For information please call Michael at 613-256-
3754.

2013 Sponsors Appreciation Reception
On April 26th, the MVTM held an appreciation reception

for all those wonderful groups and individuals who
contributed funds, time, effort, expertise and artifacts to the
Museum. Without their help not much would be
accomplished at the MVTM Thanks to the Elizabeth Kelly
Foundation and the Mississippi Mills Public Library, the
digitization of the Almonte Gazette, 1861 to 1989, was
completed and launched online as a searchable database. The
public can now search through 6 300 issues!

In 2013, the Museum received three large collections of
artifacts from community members. The artifacts are kept and
preserved in our climate controlled collections area. Isobel

Collie, wife of Collie Woolen Mill President Jack Collie,
donated over 100 items, including fabric samples,
photographs, and clothing made from mill fabrics. Shirley
Fulton-Duego, of Fulton’s Sugar Bush, graciously donated
over 300 items from her family collection to the MVTM. An
interesting collection of bills and receipts from the Rosamond
Memorial Hospital are among the items now Museum
artifacts. Local historian, Michael Dunn, has donated several
lots of items this year, including letters and contracts dealing

with stocks as well as construction contracts for Rosamond
Mills.

The MVTM-Diefenbunker partnership produced Science
Based Educational Programming for students in Grades 2-4
and Grade 8. The Grade 2-4 program is entitled “Simple
Machines and Water Wheels”. Students will be guided
through exciting hands on experiences working with fleece
to learn the steps in the woolen manufacturing process. They
will inspect our large collection of industrial machines,
learning how they worked and looking for simple machines
within them. They will conduct a science experiment with
water wheels that they have built. The Grade 8 program,
“Water/Power: Almonte’s Textile Industry”, introduces
students to the history of Almonte’s textile industry. Students
will be sent on a scavenger hunt with cameras through
Almonte’s historic downtown. Back at the Museum students
will take part in a primary research activity to learn about
mill owners, managers and mill workers. They will also do a
hands on experiment to learn about water wheels and
waterpower and how they drove the manufacturing system.
Thank you to the Mississippi River Power Corporation, Anne
and Gerry Wheatley and Macintosh Perry Consulting
Engineers Ltd. for their donations to make these science
based programs come to life!

The new multi-purpose room has a name: the “Mill
Workers’ Learning Centre”. The room is equipped with
audio-visual media, a three bay sink, lots of storage
cupboards, tables and chairs, and everything needed to host
seminars, workshops, lectures and learning activities of all
kinds. Thank you to Janice Kostash and Reva Dolgoy for
their generous donations to make the Mill Workers’ Learning
Centre a reality. Thanks also go to the Friends of the MVTM
for the stainless steel sink, and to all those who volunteered
hours of time to paint, build, scrub, etc.

One of our founding members, Herb Pragnell and his
wife Helen, made it possible for us to paint the eaves on the
north side of the building back to original colours.

“Soup for Thought” raised over $4 000 in 2013, with 200
people attending. The pottery bowls were made by the
Almonte Potters’ Guild and the soups were donated by local
restaurants. Thanks also go to Prior Engagements for cutlery
and tableware for the event.

This year the MVTM was able to reproduce the
President’s Office and Counting House blinds from the early
1900's. These reproductions were in memory of Mary
Rosamond Hugessen, a Rosamond descendant and long-time
supporter of the Museum. Funding was made possible by The
Hub and the “2nd Thursday Book Club”. Marg Spriggs of the
Almonte Crazy Quilters and Friends of the MVTM, quilted
a fitting tribute to Mary which now hangs in the President’s
Office.

The Museum would not stay open without generous
donations. Building improvements, day to day operation of
the Museum, staff salaries, exhibitions, and Fibrefest
happened because of contributions from the Ramsay
Women’s Institute, Mary and Jim Hugessen, Michael Novak



“Collaborations” artist Roberta Murrant, Pattie Dolan and
Jean Down with Curator Michael Rikley-Lancaster.

“Red Kimono” by Jean Down

and Kathy Weil, The Hub, Anne and Gerry Wheatley, John
Hannigan, Friends of the MVTM, Janet and Arnold Snyder.
The MVTM truly appreciated your generosity!

The reception was well attended and gave us the chance
to show so many people how truly appreciated all of you are!
All of our contributors received a framed certificate of
appreciation from Executive Director/Curator Michael
Rikley-Lancaster.

AGM Report
On Thursday, March 27th, the Museum held its Annual

General Meeting. Thirty members and guests attended this
important meeting. President Kathy Priddle reported on the
outstanding and busy year (2013) for the MVTM. A
monumental task was accomplished by the Governance Team
as they reviewed, rewrote, and created new by-laws, policies,
strategic plans, and manuals required by both Federal and
Provincial granting agencies. Without all this work our
Museum would not be eligible for grants. Several successful
fund-raising events were held in 2013. Soup for Thought and
Fibrefest were exciting and well attended. We mounted seven
exhibits in the NRH Gallery and three in the admissions
office. Matthew Moxley, our Administrative Assistant,
launched three databases and cataloged over 200 new
artifacts into our collection. One of the most amazing
accomplishments was the launch of the Almonte Gazette
digital recognition project.

With the generous donations of two families, the MVTM
now has a terrific multi-purpose room that can be used for
workshops, seminars, lectures, and children’s camps. The
room was officially opened in August, 2013, and is now
called the Mill Workers’ Learning Centre.

Our partnership with the Diefenbunker has produced two
science-based educational programming documents for use
with students in grades 2-4 and grade 8. 

The Friends of the MVTM continued to work hard at the
Museum in 2013, contributing over 2 100 volunteer hours
and $4 000. Our Volunteer coordinator Barb Dickson
reported that another 2 000 volunteer hours were spent in the
Museum.

At the conclusion of the business portion, we heard from
Laura Fauquier, a weaver who has opened a new business in
Almonte on Mill Street called Loladot.

Following adjournment, the new Board of Directors
stayed to elect officers for 2014. President, Kathy Priddle,
Vice President, Barb Dickson, Secretary, Nancy Giardino,
and Treasurer, Jeannette Scott, will form the Executive. Other
members of the Board are Jill McCubbin, Gretta Bradley,
Alan Jones (Past President), Carolyn Gibbs, and Bernard
Cameron (Town of Mississippi Mills Representative).

The full report of the Annual General Meeting for 2013
is available at the Museum.

“A Collaboration” of Weavers at the MVTM
The work of three outstanding local weavers, Pattie

Dolan, Jean Down and Roberta Murrant, is featured in an
exhibition at the Museum. Curator Michael Rikley-Lancaster
had been watching their evolution as artists and technicians
and approached them with the challenge of mounting a show
that would include a collaborative work as well as individual
pieces using uncommon materials and experiments with fibre.
The results are an exciting mix of new innovative works
featuring metallic wires, pennies, shadows, basketry splints,
Nuno felting, walnut dyes and hexagonal plaiting to name a
few.

Pattie Dolan says that working with the other artists
allowed her to learn a lot about dying with vibrant colours
and painting on fabric. It gave her the chance to work outside
her comfort zone and at a much more controlled and smaller
scale than usual.

J e a n  D o w n
incorporated wire into
her weaving and built
on recent experiments
with dyeing hand-
woven fabric. She also
experimented with
fabric felting techniques
and tri-axial basketry
weaving.

Roberta Murrant
tried weaving with dyed
basketry splints and
produced both flat and
bowed patterns. She also
incorporated copper

wire into several of her silk works. 
The collaborative piece uses natural materials. Cotton

was dyed with walnut and tea and then buried with iron.
“Forest Shadows”, “Nature at Work”, and “Roy’s



“Untitled”  by Pattie Dolan

“Illusions” by Roberta Murrant

Mill Workers’ Learning Centre plaque created using a
transom window found in the Museum.

Check out all the lovely new merchandise in the
MVTM Gift Shop.

Salamanders” make up the
large collaboration which had
to be hung from the rafters of
the gallery.

The pieces in this
exhibition represent the end
products of a process taking
the weavers in new directions
beyond their normal weaving
practices. You won’t want to
miss this exciting exhibit
which runs until June 28th. 

Mill Workers’ Learning Centre
by: Michael Rikley-Lancaster

This former museum storeroom, and more recently called
the multi-purpose room, was renovated with the generous
contributions of Janice Kostash, in memory of her mother
Mary, Reva Dolgoy, in memory of her husband Leonard, and
the Friends of the MVTM, whose work for the Museum is
sincerely appreciated.

Mary Kostash was a grade two teacher in Alberta all her
professional life. She came from a very modest background
and when she began teaching, knew nothing about art and
music. On her own, she learned to appreciate and love both,
passing this love on to her students. Over the years, many of
them talked of what a special teacher she was because of
those beautiful doors that she opened for her students. Some
said that she changed their lives by introducing them to the
beauty of art and music.

It seemed fitting to use part of Mary’s legacy to create a
space where children can learn to appreciate the world of art.
She would be proud that she helped to give children and
others a place in which to learn new and exciting things about
art and much, much more.

Leonard Dolgoy was a gifted potter. A talented craftsman

who loved and appreciated all aspects of the arts, he brought
that love not only to his work but to all facets of his life in the
community. Together with his wife, Reva, he was a staunch
supporter of artists and of cultural organizations and was
passionate about enriching the lives of both children and
adults through the arts. A room in which to learn and create
is a fitting tribute. 

The Board of Directors has recently adopted a Rental
Policy and a Room Rental Agreement for the multi-purpose
room. And more recently the room has been named the Mill
Workers’ Learning Centre in honor of the many former mill
workers who have contributed so much to our community
through their labor and to the Museum through the Memory
Project and the donation of artifacts.

Andrea Graham, one of our textile artists from the
exhibition “Transformations”, wrote to  Janice Kostash and
Reva Dolgoy. She stated that the “space is lovely and bright
and participants were very comfortable and eager to learn”.
Andrea went on to say that there is “potential for this space
to continue to build a community around the Museum and
bring a new audience to see all the work that has been done
there”. Her final sentence expressed her appreciation and that
she “wanted to reach out to you to let you know personally
that your generosity benefitted me as an artist, the Museum,
and the community in such a positive way”.



Coming Events
1.April 1 – June 28, 2014 - “Collaborations” - Exhibition by

Pattie Dolan, Roberta Murrant & Jean Down.
2.Friday, June 13, 2014 - “Doc Wuthergloom’s Haunted

Medicine Show” - 7:30 PM at the MVTM - Tickets $20
available at Baker Bob’s and the MVTM.

3.July 6, 2014, 10 AM to 4 PM - “Antiques Roadshow”
fundraiser at the Museum. Appraisals are $5 each item -
Tea Room by the Friends of the MVTM.

4.July 10, 2014, 5 PM - Artist’s Talk at Almonte Old Town
Hall,  - Opening Reception for “NUNO”, 6 – 8 PM at the
MVTM.

5.July 11 – November 22, 2014 - “NUNO” , Textiles from
Japan.

6.July 21 – 25, 2014 - Children’s Summer Camp at Almonte
Potters Guild & MVTM - 9 AM – 4 PM, Ages 6-12, $225
per child includes all supplies

7.August 11 – 15, 2014 - Children’s Summer Camp at
Almonte Potters Guild & MVTM - 9 AM – 4 PM, Ages 6-
12, $225 per child includes all supplies.

8.Sunday, August 24, 2014, 2 PM in Perth - Perth Classic
Theatre Festival - “Dial M for Murder” - Tickets $30
available from the Friends of the MVTM or at the Museum.

9.Saturday – Sunday, September 13 – 14, 2014 -
FIBREFEST at the Almonte Community Centre.

Summer Camps with a Difference
Again this summer, the Almonte Potters’ Guild and the

Mississippi Valley Textile Museum are teaming up to offer
two unique and creative summer camps. The mix of pottery
and textile crafts offers lots of engaging hands-on activities
while developing basic skills and having loads of fun. These
full-week camps are taught by experienced educators and
guest artists. Mornings will be at the Potters’ Guild. Here
children will learn various pottery techniques and on the last
day of camp will decorate their creations with coloured
underglazes. At lunch the group will be taken on a guided
walk to the Museum where they will spend the afternoon.
Here they will not only learn basic textile crafts but will have
the opportunity to explore the exciting displays in the
museums galleries. Both camps are for children aged 6 to 12
and operate each day from 9 am to 4 pm.

The first camp runs from July 21 to July 25. Participants
will enjoy mask making, wheel throwing, building fairy
houses, and a tallest pot contest at the Potters’ Guild,
followed by weaving, tie dyeing and other textile crafts at the
Museum. The second camp runs from August 11 to August
15. This session features animal making, wheel throwing and
making your own set of dishes in the morning and tie dyeing,
felting, and other crafts in the afternoon. Both camp sessions
at the Textile Museum will introduce participants to the
world of entrepreneurship as they learn to “brand” and
“market” all the unique products that they produce that week
in their own business venture.

The cost for one week is $225 per child. Children are
asked to bring old clothes, two snacks, and lunch (No nuts

please!). To register, or for more information, please call the
Textile Museum at 613 256-3754 or the Potters’ Guild at 613
256-5556. Sign up early! Space is limited.

Doc Wuthergloom’s Haunted Medicine
Show - 13 June, 2014  Doors open at 7:30 pm,
Performance at 8:00 pm.

Doc Wuthergloom’s Haunted Medicine Show comes to
the Mississippi Valley Textile Museum on Friday 13th in
June 2014. Eric Woolfe performs in this disturbing spectacle
of showmanship, which features over 20 puppets, razor
blades and an eternally cursed 142 year old Traveling
Exorcist! Known for his skills as an actor and puppeteer, Mr.
Woolfe has secretly spent the last six years studying the dark
art of parlour magic under the tutelage of internationally
renowned magic teacher, Mike Segal. Using magic, music,
and innovative storytelling, Doc Wuthergloom’s Haunted
Medicine Show comes alive in the one-time warehouse of the
Rosamond Woolen Mill at 3 Rosamond Street East, Almonte.
Suitable for an adult audience, 16+. Doors open at 7:30
pm, performance starts at 8:00 pm.

Tickets are $20, available at the Mississippi Valley
Textile Museum, 3 Rosamond Street East, Almonte; and at
Baker Bob’s, 73 Little Bridge Street, Almonte.

Japanese Textile Star at MVTM
The Mississippi Valley Textile Museum (MVTM) is

thrilled to be hosting the exhibition “Reiko Sudo + NUNO,
Textiles from Japan,” curated by Alan Elder of the Canadian
Museum of History. The exhibition runs from 11 July to 22
November with an artist’s talk and opening remarks at the
Old Almonte Town Hall, hosted by the Town of Mississippi
Mills on Thursday 10 July at 5 pm, followed by an opening
reception at the Museum from 6 to 8 pm.

Textiles created by the NUNO Corporation, led by co-
founder and head designer Reiko Sudo, have been shown
worldwide and are used by leading fashion designers and
architects. They are in collections in the Victoria & Albert
Museum, London; the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston; and the
Museum of Modern Art, New York. While incorporating
products from organic cotton to metals and feathers and using
cutting-edge technology, NUNO’s fabrics are strongly rooted
in Japanese textile tradition. 

The installation of the exhibition takes the architecture of
the Norah Rosamond Hughes Gallery as its starting point. An
array of amazing fabrics will “dress” the gallery’s many
columns. This wonderful historic building where workers
produced award-winning textiles for generations is the
perfect showplace for astonishing fabrics that range from
“Snowy Branches” to “Scrapyard.” You won’t want to miss
this rare opportunity to enjoy the work of this international
textile star!

For information call the Museum at 613-256-3754. The
Mississippi Valley Textile Museum is located at 3 Rosamond
St. E. in Almonte.


